RESIDENZA

Redefining aesthetics and the electric vehicle charging experience.

- **More than just charging.** For those who look for beauty, sustainability and ease of use in everything in life.
- **Swiss engineering & Italian design.** Conceived by Green Motion’s EV engineering team in Switzerland, designed by Pininfarina in Italy.
- **Voice control.** Fully integrated with voice assistants.
- **Unparalleled charging experience.** A unique Auto-Control Cable System™ helps you plug in and unplug your car, retracting automatically when not in use. RESIDENZA is button-free yet comes with a mobile application to enhance your charging experience.
- **UL & CE certified**

*available in North America only

RESIDENZA is particularly suited to

- Single-family home owners
- Equipping a second home (vacation home, holiday cottage etc.)
- Tenants with authorization to install a wallbox

**Designed to be sustainable**
Made from carefully selected organic & recycled materials, as sustainability is the main value shared by Green Motion and Pininfarina.

**Unrivalled charging experience**
No more unsightly cables dangling loose while RESIDENZA is not in use thanks to its unique Auto-Control Cable System™. (Only available in the U.S.)

**Voice control ready**
Can be controlled remotely with Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

**Mobile application**
To enhance your charging experience and operate your RESIDENZA.

**Designed by Pininfarina**
Thanks to Pininfarina’s unparalleled ability to create timeless beauty through its values of elegance, purity and innovation.

**Easy to use**
No more buttons or screens. Simply plug in and charge. An LED status indicator tells you when the output is about to start, charging is in progress and when it has stopped.
A simple gesture to start and stop charging

Simply remove the gun and the cable unfolds with one simple gesture. And thanks to its automatic cable management system, the wallbox retracts the cable automatically into the unit after use.

Made from organic & recycled materials

Sustainability is the main value shared by Green Motion and Pininfarina. Something that is reflected in the history of the two companies: Green Motion, pioneering provider of breakthrough technologies for charging infrastructure, and Pininfarina, innovative design, user experience and engineering company, both boast a long tradition in the development of electric cars. A value intrinsic to charging stations, further emphasized here by the decision to select organic and recycled components for the realization of RESIDENZA.

RESIDENZA wins a prestigious GOOD DESIGN Award 2020

GOOD DESIGN Award is the most prestigious, recognized and historic design awards program, organized annually by the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design in collaboration with the European Center for Architecture, Art, Design and Urban Studies.

The jury awarded the creative flair of Pininfarina who, thanks to its multidisciplinary approach, has been able to blend heterogeneous skills to create unique and innovative products, characterized by influences from different sectors.

GOOD DESIGN Award Project Description